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Passionate about
pastry
In front of you is a unique recipe book, compiled by us for the 180-year anniversary of Royal Steensma.
And that's quite a long time to be around if you think about it. The roots of our family business can be
found in 1839: the year in which the first railway line was opened in The Netherlands. Cars were not
around yet, and many of the machines you find in a bakery these days were unthinkable.
How different it is today; a baker can choose from a whole range of high-tech equipment. Ovens that
run countless fully-automatic baking programmes, refrigerators and freezers that can be controlled
remotely production lines that simply switch from croissants to small bread with a few clicks to
produce thousands of items per hour according to a set standard, and maintenance that can be carried
out anywhere in the world with the speed of an internet connection using virtual reality technology.
It is no different in the shops: computer-controlled refrigerated display cases with LED lighting are
normal, as are smart checkouts connected to the central purchasing system of the bakery. Contactless
payment, smart lighting: nowadays it's all part of a bakery business.
But what has not changed over all these years is the importance of the baker's craftsmanship. It was
already the case in 1839, and it is still the case in 2019. Without the right knowledge of ingredients
and recipes, a baker cannot benefit from all those (hyper) modern production systems and tools.
Knowledge that can be used to motivate consumers to buy your bread or pastry. Knowledge about
how to create something really delicious. The mission of Royal Steensma bakers around the world is
to help retain that craftsmanship and much-needed knowledge. By sharing it where possible, and by

YEARS

standing side by side with the baker at the workbench or production line. To come together with the
right ingredients or recipe to produce that distinctive bread or pastry. In a no-nonsense way, typical of
Royal Steensma. Down-to-earth, honest and transparent, but with enormous passion and enthusiasm.
The setting up of the Food Innovation Academy in Vlaardingen, plans for a similar project in
Leeuwarden, the recent acquisition of Bak Speciaal, and not forgetting this recipe book – all these
things underline the fact that Royal Steensma still believes in the baker. The baker is the most
important to us, not the shareholder or the Executive Board. We not only state that in words, we also
translate it into action. With our many “talents for taste” within the company, we want to help bakers
(continue to) make a difference. With ingredients and semi-finished products with a great back-story.
Of course, we cannot bundle all our knowledge and skills into this one recipe book alone. But the
59 recipes for pies, cakes, sweets, pastries and bread that you will find in here show our potential in
the kitchen. And that is our gift to you. That, and the promise that we will continue to work on being
distinctive in the coming decades. Together with you.
Management and employees
of Royal Steensma
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Soft coloured bread
rolls
Instructions:
Mix all ingredients and knead into a thoroughly kneaded
dough.

INGREDIENTS
Dough:
10,000 g
1,500 g
150 g
500 g
100 g
ca. 5,500 g

Wheat flour
Damco mix for bread rolls
Salt
Yeast
Spirulina powder
Water

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 8-9 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 260°C

100%
15%
1.5%
5%
1%
55%

320
pieces

Divide the dough into 1,650 g pieces to make 30 rolls from
each piece (55g each). Then allow the rolls to proof for 10
minutes. Divide them using a divider/moulder and shape
them into dough balls. Brush the bread rolls using whole
egg, and decorate with black sesame seeds or other seeds.
Place the dough rolls on a greased baking tray, proof for
about 70 minutes and bake.
Tip: Vary the colours by adding 2% acai powder, 2%
carbon powder or 5% Curcuma Mix.
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Soft bread rolls
Instructions:
Mix all ingredients and knead into a thoroughly kneaded
dough.

INGREDIENTS
Dough:
10,000 g
1,500 g
150 g
500 g
ca. 5,600 g

Wheat flour
Damco mix for bread rolls
Salt
Yeast
Water

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 8-9 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 260°C

100%
15%
1.5%
5%
55%

320
pieces

Divide the dough into 1,650 g pieces to make 30 rolls from
each piece (55g each). Then allow the rolls to proof for 10
minutes. Divide them using a divider/moulder and shape
them into dough balls.
Brush the dough rolls with whole egg, place them on a
greased baking tray and gently press them with an apple
divider.
Proof the rolls for about 70 minutes and bake.
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Mini quiches
INGREDIENTS
Dough:
1,000 g Damco kompleet elvé
500 g Yeast
330 g Water
Filling:
750 g
500 g
750 g
30 g

100%
5%
33%

Dried tomato pieces in oil
Shredded onions
Bacon slices
Chopped parsley

Appareille:
600 g Cream
600 g Whole egg
Decoration:
500 g Brie

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 12 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 210°C

50

pieces

Instructions for the dough:
Mix all ingredients and knead for a short time. Proof the
dough for 15 minutes and then roll out to 1.5 mm. Line the
tins (8 cm Ø and 1.5 cm high) with the rolled out dough.
Instructions for the filling:
Mix the filling and put 40 g of the filling in the lined tin.
Then fill the trays with appareille (24 g) and decorate
with 10 g brie.
Proof the quiches for 30 more minutes and bake.
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Whole grain bread
Dough:
10,000 g
400 g
150 g
200 g
ca. 6,400 g

INGREDIENTS

Instructions:
Mix all the ingredients and knead into a thoroughly
kneaded dough. Desired dough temperature is 27°C

Wholemeal flour
100%
Damco mix for dark bread 4%
Salt
1.5%
Yeast
2%
Water
64%

Weigh the dough into 480 g pieces. Shape and proof for
60 minutes. Prepare the dough as a loaf. Place the breads
on a baking tray.

BAKING TIME BAKING TEMP. APPROX.
APPROX. 35 MIN
220°C with steam
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35

pieces

Proof the loaves for 75 minutes and cut 7 grooves into
them (fish bone pattern). Bake at 250°C and lower to
220°C during baking.
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Mushroom bread
Instructions for the dough:
Mix all ingredients and knead into a thoroughly kneaded
dough. Desired dough temperature is 27°C.

INGREDIENTS
Dough:
10,000 g
200 g
200 g
150 g
200 g
ca. 5,600 g

Wheat flour
100%
Damco mix for white bread 2%
Damco a-crème de Luxe
2%
Salt
1.5%
Yeast
2%
Water
56%

BAKING TIME BAKING TEMP. APPROX.
APPROX. 30 MIN
220°C with steam

36
pieces

Weigh the dough into 420 g pieces. Use 40 g dough pieces
for the caps. For each loaf, roll the dough to a round shape
with an even thickness. Pre-shape the dough pieces and
proof for 60 minutes.
Roll the dough again and roll out the 40 g pieces to about
3 mm and decorate 1 side with sesame seeds.
Place the rolled out slices in a proofing basket (lightly
sprinkled with flour), with the side with sesame seeds on
the bottom. Place the 420 g dough piece on top of it.
Proof the loaves for 75 minutes and place them on a
baking tray. Bake at 250°C and lower to 220°C with steam.
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Fruit bread
INGREDIENTS
Dough:
10,000 g
3,000 g
			
1,000 g
240 g
ca. 6,700 g
Filling:
10,000 g
2,000 g
1,500 g
1,000 g

Wheat flour, protein-rich
Damco fruit bread mix with
butter
Yeast
Salt
Water

100%

Raisins
Currants
Mixed nuts
Refru apricot/papaya

100%
20%
15%
10%

30%
10%
2.4%
67%

Almond filling:
7,000 g Damco almond paste K+K
			 superior
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 200°C

Carefully mix the filling in. Weigh the dough into 750 g
pieces. Shape immediately and proof for 20 minutes. Roll
with a rolling pin, put a slit in the middle, and place a
150 g almond paste roll inside. Press the breads tightly
around the almond paste and ensure no air pockets are
left behind. Brush the breads with whole egg to give it a
nice sheen.
Place the breads on a baking tray, proof for a further 20
minutes, then bake.
Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.

Final steps:
Damcosnow

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 35 MIN

Instructions:
First mix flour, water and yeast, cover and allow to rise in
a tub for 20 minutes.
Then mix in Damco fruit bread mix with butter and the
salt; knead the dough into a thoroughly kneaded dough.
Desired dough temperature is 26°C.

46

pieces
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Coconut pineapple
cakes
INGREDIENTS
Dough:
2,500 g
250 g
250 g
150 g
50 g
ca. 1,375 g

Wheat flour
100%
Damco fruit bread cream
10%
Damco fruit bread powder 10%
Yeast
6%
Salt
2%
Water
55%

Filling:
1,250 g Refru pineapple 5 x 5
750 g Raisins

50%
30%

Coconut topping:
5,000 g Damco macaroon mix
1,250 g Water, boiling 100°C

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP. APPROX.
APPROX. 25 MIN
200°C with steam
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4

pieces

Instructions:
Mix all ingredients, except the filling, and knead into
a thoroughly kneaded dough. Then mix in the filling
carefully.
Weigh the dough into 1,600 g pieces and fold the dough
once. Proof for 10 minutes.
In the meantime, mix Damco macaroon mix with water,
for the coconut topping.
Roll the dough until it is 4 cm thick and place in a (high)
60 x 40 cm baking tray. Prick the dough and spread 1,500
g of the coconut topping over it.
Allow to proof for 40 minutes and bake. After cooling, cut
into 7.5 x 7.5 cm pieces (approx. 80 g).
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German butter
cake
INGREDIENTS
Dough:
5,000 g
500 g
500 g
500 g
			
400 g
100 g
ca. 3,000 g

Wheat flour
Damco fruitbread cream
Damco a-crème de Luxe
Damco fruitbread powder
with butter
Yeast
Salt
Water

100%
10%
10%
10%
8%
2%
55%

Filling:
1,500 g Almonds, roasted
1,500 g Raisins

30%
30%

Topping:
1,100 g Sugar
1,100 g Almond shavings
2,150 g Butter, in 1.5 x 1.5 cm cubes

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP. APPROX.
APPROX. 20 MIN
195°C WITH STEAM
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43

pieces

Instructions:
Mix all ingredients, except the filling, and knead into
a thoroughly kneaded dough. Then mix in the filling
carefully.
Weigh the dough into 300 g pieces and shape. Proof for 20
minutes. Press the pieces of dough evenly flat and place
them in a rectangular pie plate or wooden baking mold
with baking paper.
Allow the dough to proof for 40 minutes and press the
butter cubes (50 g each) into the dough. Allow to rest for
another 30 minutes, then sprinkle with 50 g of the sugar
and almond topping.
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Fruity mocca bread
INGREDIENTS
Dough:
5,000 g
500 g
500 g
400 g
100 g
150 g
ca. 3,000 g

Wheat flour
Damco fruitbread cream
Damco mix for bread rolls
Yeast
Salt
Confectioners mocca aroma
Water

Filling:
2,000		 g Mixed nuts
3,000		 g Raisins

100%
10%
10%
8%
2%
3%
60%

40%
60%

Other:
Chocuise souplesse hazelnut
Chocuise souplesse dark

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 15 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 200°C

81

pieces

Instructions:
Mix all ingredients, except the filling and knead into a
thoroughly kneaded dough. Then carefully mix in the
filling.
Weigh the dough into 900 g pieces (30 dough balls of 30
g each). Proof for 10 minutes, divide into 30 g pieces and
shape. Then place 6 pieces in a round pie plate.
Proof the dough for approx. 70 minutes and bake.
After baking and cooling, cover with Chocuise souplesse
hazelnut and decorate with Chocuise souplesse dark.
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Fruit turnovers
Instructions:
Roll out the puff pastry dough to a thickness of 2.2 mm
(approx. 50 g per slice). Cut out square slices of 14 x 14
cm, or cut out circular slices with a round cookie cutter of
approx. 14 cm Ø. In the middle of each slice, pipe approx.
20 g of the custard and then pipe approx. 40 g of your
choice of Frucaps fruit filling.

INGREDIENTS
Puff pastry dough:
2,500 g Puff pastry dough
Custard:
750 g Water
300 g Damco custard powder R
Filling:
2,000 g Frucaps fruit filling of choice
Florentine mix:
600 g Damco Florentine powder mix
250 g Almond shavings

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 25 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
215°C

50

pieces

Moisten the edges of the puff pastry dough with water,
fold the turnovers in half and press the edges well.
Brush the top of the turnovers with water and press into
the florentine mix. Let the turnovers rest for approx. 30
minutes before baking, for a more even baking character.
Fruit fillings:
Fill the turnovers with the various Frucaps fruit fillings
from our range: apricot, apple, strawberry, raspberry,
cherry, Black Forest fruits, banana, mango, pear,
pineapple, lemon curd.
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Cream-cinnamon
rolls
INGREDIENTS
Dough:
2,000 g Flour
100%
400 g	Damco fruit bread powder
			 with butter
20%
200 g Damco fruitbread cream
10%
120 g Yeast
6%
30 g Salt
1.5%
ca. 1,200 g Water
60%
Butter crumbs:
600 g Flour
200 g Damco custard powder Top R
20 g Cinnamon
400 g Water
400 g Sugar
Custard:
1,400 g Damco custard powder Top R
3,500 g Water
Other:
Damcosnow

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 10-12 MIN APPROX. 240°C
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65

pieces

Instructions for the dough:
Mix all ingredients and knead into a thoroughly kneaded
dough, with a temperature of 26°C. Weigh the dough to
60 g and immediately shape into balls. Place the balls of
dough into an 8 cm Ø fluted baking tray.
Proof the dough for 80-90 minutes and then sprinkle 25 g
butter crumbs over each bread roll.
Remove the rolls from the baking tray immediately after
baking. After cooling, cut the rolls and fill with 75 g of
custard. If desired, cover with Damcosnow.
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Almond
Wellingtons

Cashew
cookies

INGREDIENTS
2,000 g Damco almond ‘wellington’
190 g Egg white

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 18 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with the egg white.
Pipe the almond cookie paste onto baking paper in
a horseshoe shape and press 2 half almonds into the
cookie. Lift the baking paper and place it upside down
in coarse sugar before baking.
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INGREDIENTS
1,000 g
1,000 g
300 g
			
			

Damco almond ‘bitterkoek’
Cashew nuts
Egg white
Cinnamon
Damcosnow

BAKING TIME APPROX. 16-18 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with the egg white.
Then add the cinnamon and cashew nuts. Pipe the
cookie paste into buttons onto greased and dusted
baking trays or silicone paper. After baking, dust the
cookies generously with Damcosnow.

Vanilla almond Dutch
cookies
Amaretti

INGREDIENTS
2,000 g Damco almond vanilla cookie
ca. 240 g Egg white

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 18 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 175°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with the egg white.
Heat the almond cookie paste au bain-marie to
approx. 40 - 45°C. Pipe the almond cookie paste onto
baking paper (not silicone paper). Allow the cookies to
dry overnight, cut them and finally bake them.

INGREDIENTS
2,000 g Damco almond ‘bitterkoek’
ca. 190 g Egg white

BAKING TIME APPROX. 16-18 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with the egg white.
Pipe buttons onto greased baking trays or silicone
paper. Lightly flatten the buttons with a damp tea
towel before baking.
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Almond
Apricot
cherry cookies cookies

INGREDIENTS
2,000 g	Damco almond ‘weespermop’
300 g Whole egg
40 g Lemon raspel
			 Candied mixed cherries red /green

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 10 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 220°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with egg and Lemon
raspel. Pipe rosettes onto a greased tray with a fluted
piping nozzle. Ensure the cookies are quite thick and
equally sized. Place a candied cherry onto the piped
cookies and let them dry overnight. Bake the cookies
quickly with moderate bottom heat. This will keep
them nice and moist.
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INGREDIENTS
2,000 g Damco almond ‘wellington’
100 g Frucaps apricot jam
approx. 140 g Egg white

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 18 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with the egg whites
and the apricot jam. Pipe the almond cookie paste as
short biscuits and finish with a dash of Frucaps apricot
jam after baking.

Coffee cookies

INGREDIENTS
2,000 g	Damco almond ‘weespermop’
170 g Whole egg
15 g Instant coffee
			 Almond shavings

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 15 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 220°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with egg. Work the
instant coffee through the almond cookie paste. Roll
into log shapes and roll them through the almond
shavings. Cut the log shapes into pieces and allow
to dry for approx. 2 hours before baking. Bake with
moderate bottom heat.

Wellingtons

INGREDIENTS
2,000 g Damco almond ‘wellington’
190 g Egg white

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 18 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

Instructions:
Soften the almond cookie paste with the egg white.
Pipe the almond cookie paste onto wafer paper and
then sprinkle with almond shavings.
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Muffins
Instructions for the batter:
Mix Damco muffin/cupcake mix with the oil. Then add
water, egg and Lemon raspel and mix using the paddle
attachment on the 2nd speed for 2 minutes. Using a piping
bag, pipe the batter into the muffin moulds to about twothirds full.
Allow the muffins to cool down after baking and, if
desired, decorate with Damcosnow.

INGREDIENTS
Batter
1,100 g
400 g
325 g
250 g
40 g

Damco muffin/cupcake mix
Sunflower oil
Whole egg
Water
Lemon raspel

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 25 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

35

pieces

Tip: Inject Frucaps apricot or raspberry jam into the
muffins, or mix 10% apple cubes or bake stable chocolate
pieces into the batter, or sprinkle the muffins with almond
shavings before baking.
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Chocolate nut
biscuits
Instructions for the base:
Pour all ingredients into the machine and mix with a
dough hook until smooth. Once the dough has been
formed, stop the machine and allow the dough to rest for
at least 12 hours.

INGREDIENTS
Base:
1,000 g Damco croûte powder
450 g Butter
100 g Water
Butter crumbs:
1,000 g All-purpose flour
500 g Damco custard powder Top R
1,000 g Butter
800 g Caster sugar
Filling:
1,000		 g Mixed nuts
1,000		 g Bake stable chocolate chunks

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 25-35 MIN APPROX. 180°C
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80

pieces

Instructions for the butter crumbs:
Pour all the ingredients into the machine and mix into a
crumble dough.
Putting it all together:
Roll the cooled base dough to a thickness of 2 mm and
place on 2 baking trays of 60 x 20 x 5 cm lined with baking
paper.
Mix the butter crumbs, Mixed nuts and chocolate chunks.
Pour this mixture onto the base dough and spread out
evenly. Apply a little pressure and bake.
Cut 9 x 4 cm biscuits after the trays have cooled completely.
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Almond paste
cakes
Instructions:
Mix the butter until soft and smooth and then add the
rest of the ingredients. Mix everything to a smooth dough.
Once the dough has formed, stop the machine. Allow the
dough to rest overnight in the refrigerator.
Roll the dough until it is 2.25 mm thick and cut with a
9 cm Ø cookie cutter. Cut 8 x 8 cm slices for square cookies.

INGREDIENTS
Dough:
2,000 g
200 g
700 g
200 g

Damco kano powder
Flour
Butter
Whole egg

Filling:
3,000 g	Damco almond paste K+K superior
ca. 225 g Water

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 11 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 220°C

50

pieces

Brush half of the slices lightly with water and pipe
buttons of softened Damco almond paste K+K superior
onto them. Then fold the other slices of dough over the
almond paste buttons. Lightly press the dough and (for
the round version) cut out the biscuits with a fluted
cookie cutter.
Brush the cakes with egg and decorate with half almonds
before baking.
Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.
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Coconut macaroons
Instructions:
Mix Damco macaroon mix in a bowl using a paddle
attachment and add the water. Mix on the 2nd speed for
3 minutes.

INGREDIENTS
Batter
1,000 g Damco macaroon mix
250 g Water, 100°C

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 18 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 190°C

25

pieces

Chocolate coconut macaroons
Add: 150 g Bake stable chocolate drops
Follow the recipe and instructions for the coconut
macaroons. Allow the batter to rest for 15 minutes and
then add the chocolate drops. Pipe the batter onto silicone
paper or wafer paper.
Pineapple coconut macaroons
Add: 150 g Refru pineapple
Follow the recipe and instructions for the coconut
macaroons. Allow the batter to rest for 15 minutes and
then add the Refru pineapple. Pipe the batter onto
silicone paper or wafer paper.
Nut coconut macaroons
Add: 150 g Mixed nuts
Follow the recipe and instructions for the coconut
macaroons. Allow the batter to rest for 15 minutes and
then add the Mixed nuts. Pipe the batter onto silicone
paper or wafer paper.
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Brownies
Instructions for the base:
Mix Damco croûte powder and cocoa powder and mix
thoroughly with the butter until homogeneous. When
it has been mixed thoroughly, add the water. Once the
dough has been formed, stop the machine and cool the
dough for 24 hours.
After 24 hours mix for a short time and roll out to approx.
2 mm. Cover 2 greased 60 x 40 cm baking trays with
silicone paper.

INGREDIENTS
Cake base:
500 g Damco croûte powder
225 g Butter
10 g Cocoa powder
55 g Water
Batter
2.500 g
1,250 g
1,250 g
2,000 g
500 g
500 g

Damco dark chocolate cake
Butter
Whole egg
Chocuise souplesse dark
Mixed nuts
Brown caster sugar

Decoration:
Chocuise souplesse dark
Chocuise souplesse white

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 45 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180 C

100
pieces

Instructions for the batter:
Melt the butter and the Chocuise souplesse dark in the
microwave. Mix the melted butter, Chocuise souplesse
dark and egg in a bowl using the paddle attachment. Add
the caster sugar and Damco dark chocolate cake and mix
until a homogeneous mass. Finally, add the Mixed nuts.
Distribute this batter evenly over 2 greased 60 x 40 cm
baking trays covered with silicone paper.
Final steps:
After baking, cover the top with Chocuise souplesse dark
and smoothen with a glazing knife. Drizzle with Chocuise
souplesse white as decoration. If desired, sprinkle with
Mixed nuts. Freeze the cake before cutting and divide
into 5 x 8 cm pieces.
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Red velvet cake
Instructions for the base:
Mix Damco croûte powder and cocoa powder and mix
in thoroughly with the butter until homogeneous. When
it has been mixed thoroughly, add the water. Once the
dough has been formed, stop the machine and allow the
dough to cool for 24 hours. After 24 hours mix for a short
time and roll out to approx. 2 mm. Cover 2 greased 60 x 40
cm baking trays with silicone paper.

INGREDIENTS
Cake base:
500 g Damco croûte powder
225 g Butter
10 g Cocoa powder
55 g Water
Red velvet cake:
2,150 g Damco muffin/cupcake mix
65 g Cocoa powder
800 g Oil
1,650 g Whole egg
400 g Buttermilk
As desired Arlico bright red
Final steps:
Chocuise souplesse white
Damcosnow
Arlico bright red

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 45 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 190°C

100
pieces

Instructions for the Red velvet cake:
First mix Damco muffin/cupcake mix with cocoa powder.
Then mix this with the oil, whole egg and buttermilk for
about 2 minutes using the paddle attachment. Colour
with Arlico bright red, as desired. Divide the batter in
equal portions over the 2 baking trays, spread evenly and
place in the oven.
Final steps:
After baking, cool the Red Velvet cake, cover the top with
a thin layer of Chocuise souplesse white. Dab with a
glazing knife so the surface becomes slightly rough. As a
finishing touch, sprinkle the Red Velvet cake lightly with
coloured Damcosnow. Freeze the cake before cutting and
divide into 5 x 8 cm pieces.
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Nut cake
Instructions for the base:
Pour all ingredients into the machine and mix with a
dough hook until smooth. Once the dough has been
formed, stop the machine and allow the dough to rest for
at least 12 hours.

INGREDIENTS
Base:
1,300
500
125
30
60

g
g
g
g
g

Damco kano powder
Butter
Caster sugar
Whole egg
Water

Almond paste mixed with custard:
400 g Water
160 g Damco custard powder Top R
500 g	Damco almond paste K+K superior
Butter crumbs:
1,000 g All-purpose flour
500 g Damco custard powder Top R
1,000 g Water
800 g Caster sugar
Filling:
1,000 g
500 g
			
250 g

Mixed nuts
Bake stable white chocolate 		
chunks
Refru papaya/apricot

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 25-35 MIN APPROX. 180°C
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80
pieces

Instructions for the almond paste mixed with custard:
Place the Damco almond paste K+K superior in a basin
with a paddle attachment. Mix the water with the Damco
custard powder Top R, stir into a smooth custard and add
the almond paste in 4 stages.
Instructions for the butter crumbs:
Pour all the ingredients into the machine and mix into a
crumble dough.
Putting it all together:
Roll the cooled cake base dough to 3 mm and cover the
bottom of 2 baking trays, sized 60 x 20 x 5 cm, which are
covered with baking paper. Spread the almond paste
mixed with custard over it. Mix the butter crumbs, Mixed
nuts, white chocolate chunks and Refru papaya/apricot.
Pour this mixture onto the base dough and spread out
evenly. Apply a little pressure and bake.
Cut 9 x 4 cm biscuits after the cakes have cooled
completely.
Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.
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Carrot squares
Instructions for the base:
Make a smooth dough from all the ingredients and allow
it to rest for 24 hours. Roll the dough until it is 2 mm thick
and line a greased 60 x 40 cm baking tray with silicone
paper.

INGREDIENTS
Cake base:
250 g Damco kano powder
175 g Butter
100 g Wheat flour
50 g Whole egg
Carrot cake:
1,500 g Damco gingerbread cakemix
45 g Damc cold binding agent
300 g Brown caster sugar
125 g Butter, melted
375 g Water
Filling:
750 g Grated carrots, fine
125 g Chopped walnuts
125 g Soft raisins
Topping:
500 g Mascarpone
200 g Whipped cream, yoghurt thickness
20 g Vanilla sugar

BAKING TIME
45 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

60

pieces

Instructions for the carrot cake:
Mix the Damco gingerbread cakemix and the Damco
cold binding agent. Add the water and mix to a smooth
batter with the rest of the ingredients (do not allow the
mix to go airy). Finally work the filling through the batter.
Distribute the batter evenly over the baking tray and then
bake.
Instructions for the topping:
Mix the mascarpone with half of the whipped cream
until it is light and airy. Then slowly fold in the rest of
the flavoured whipped cream. Distribute the topping
evenly over the cooled carrot cake. Freeze the cake before
cutting and divide into 5 x 8 cm pieces. Apply some of the
grated carrot onto the topping for decoration.
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White chocolate chip
and nut cookies
Instructions:
Mix the butter gently with the dough hook. Add Damco
kano powder and caster sugar and mix. Then add the rest
of the ingredients. Once the dough has been formed, stop
the machine.
Divide the dough into 2 pieces and roll into a 56 cm logshape. Place this in the refrigerator overnight.

INGREDIENTS
Dough:
1,200 g
600 g
125 g
30 g
60 g
200 g
200 g

Damco kano powder
Butter
White caster sugar
Whole egg
Water
Mixed nuts
White chocolate chunks

BAKING TIME
11 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
220°C

Cut the logs into 4 cm pieces, place them onto a baking
tray with paper.
Do not bake the cookies completely, the cookies must
remain soft in the middle.

28

pieces
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Mini pecan pies
Instructions for the dough:
Mix butter, sugar, egg and water until there are no lumps
and then add Damco kano powder. Once the dough has
been formed, stop the machine and allow the dough to
cool for 12 hours.

INGREDIENTS
Dough:
1,200 g
475 g
125 g
30 g
60 g

Damco kano powder
Butter
Caster sugar
Whole egg
Water

Crumbs:
1,200 g
475 g
125 g
60 g

Damco kano powder
Butter
Caster sugar
Water

Instructions for the crumbs:
Mix butter, sugar and water until there are no lumps and
then add Damco kano powder. Mix briefly to a crumble
dough, stop the machine and allow the dough to cool for
12 hours.
Instructions for the filling:
Mix water and Damco custard powder Top R, add Damco
almond paste K+K in 3 stages until there are no lumps.

Filling:
700 g Water
300 g Damco custard powder Top R
1,000 g Damco almond paste K+K
Other:
Pecan nuts
Cranberries
Damco Florentine powder mix

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 25 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 190°C

Instructions:
Roll out the dough until it is 4 mm thick and cut out in 6
cm Ø pieces. Place the slices of dough in a 9 cm Ø ring and
pipe on about 25 g of filling. Fill the edge with the crumbs
and finish with pecans and cranberries. Decorate with a
layer of Damco Florentine powder mix before baking.
Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.

75

pieces
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Amaretti cake
Instructions for the batter:
Mix the butter until smooth using the paddle attachment
(do not allow to go airy). Add the rest of the ingredients
and mix for 3 minutes at the 2nd speed until it is light and
airy. Divide the mix batter between 4 greased 20 cm cake
tins.

INGREDIENTS
Batter
1,000 g
500 g
500 g
25 g

Damco amaretti cake
Butter
Whole egg
Lemon raspel

BAKING TIME
55-60 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
160°C

Decorate the cake with Dutch amaretti. For the recipe, see
page 33.

4

pieces
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Rocky Road
INGREDIENTS
Rocky road:
750 g Butter
1,200 g Chocuise souplesse dark
250 g Confectioners glucose syrup
500 g Stroopwafels chunks
300 g Cranberries
75 g Coconut, grated
300 g Marshmallow mix
750 g Mixed nuts
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Instructions:
Line the bottom of a 60 x 20 cm baking tin with paper
and grease the edges. Melt the butter, Chocuise souplesse
dark and Confectioners glucose syrup. Then add the
remaining ingredients to the liquid mixture and mix it
gently. Then pour it into the baking tin.
Allow to set in the fridge for at least 2 hours. Then cut to
the desired size.
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Coconut truffles
INGREDIENTS
Truffles:
1,000 g Damco coco royale
Other:
Chocuise souplesse dark
Ground coconut

120
pieces
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Instructions:
Roll out the Damco coco royale until it is 10 mm thick, and
then divide into 3 x 3 cm cubes. Roll the cubes into balls,
glaze them with Chocuise souplesse dark and then roll
them through the ground coconut.
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Marzipan bonbons
INGREDIENTS
Choco mocca bonbon:
1,000 g Damco almond marzipan 1:1,5
10 g Arlico confiseurs mocca aroma
			 Chocuise souplesse dark
Hazelnut bonbon:
1,000 g Damco almond marzipan 1:1,5
150 g	Hazelnut pieces, 2-4 mm, roasted
			 Chocuise souplesse hazelnut
Pistachio bonbon:
1,000 g Damco almond marzipan 1:1,5
150 g Pistachio nuts, chopped
			 Chocuise souplesse pistacchio
Lemon bonbon:
1,000 g Damco almond marzipan 1:1,5
50 g Frucaps lemoncurd filling
			 Chocuise souplesse limoncello

300
pieces
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Instructions for the bonbons:
Knead the filling through the Damco almond marzipan
1:1,5 and roll out. Shape or cut the bonbon into the desired
size or shape. Allow to dry overnight.
Heat the Souplesse to 40°C and dip the bonbons in the
Souplesse. Finish the bonbons to your own preference.
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Candy bars
INGREDIENTS
Candy bar:
1,000 g Damco coco royale
10 g Arlico rhum liquor
Other:
Chocuise souplesse dark
Mixed nuts
Refru pineapple
Refru papaya

22

pieces
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Instructions:
Bring Damco coco royale to taste with Arlico rhum liquor
and roll out until it is 15 mm thick.
Brush the slice with melted Chocuise souplesse dark and
allow to dry overnight. Divide into 3 x 11 cm strips and dip
in the melted Chocuise souplesse dark.
Finish the candy bars to your own preference with Mixed
nuts, Refru pineapple and Refru papaya.
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Punsch-rolls
Instructions for sponge cake:
Mix Damco moscovic, whole egg, water and Lemon raspel
at the highest speed for 10 minutes. Pour the batter onto
a baking tray lined with baking paper. Spread it out into a
rectangle about 1 to 2 cm thick and bake.

INGREDIENTS
Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco moscovic
800 g Whole egg
50 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel

Instructions for the butter cream:
Mix the butter using the paddle attachment until it is
creamy. Replace the paddle for the whisk and mix the
cream at the 3rd speed for 20 minutes until it is light and
airy. Add Pomokrem. As soon as it is well mixed, stop the
machine.

Butter cream:
400 g Pomokrem
1,000 g Butter
Other:
2,000 g Damco almond marzipan 1:1,5
500 g Frucaps raspberry jam
1,000 g Chocuise souplesse dark

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 5-8 MIN APPROX. 220-240°C
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21

pieces

Putting it all together:
Roll out Damco almond marzipan 1:1.5 until it is 2 mm
thick and then cut into 9 cm strips. Place this at the bottom
of a pyramid mold, pipe butter cream in and then Frucaps
raspberry jam in the centre. Fill up with butter cream
until just below the edge of the marzipan, cover with the
sponge cake and freeze for at least 6 hours. Remove from
tin and cut to size. Dip the ends neatly into the melted
Chocuise souplesse dark.
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Almond raspberry
cubes
INGREDIENTS
Almond bavaroise:
400 g Cream (35% fat), unsweetened
400 g Milk
135 g Damco almond paste K+K superior
135 g Damco almond ‘bitterkoek’
120 g Sugar
60 g Egg white
150 g Damco mousse fond neutral
15 g Arlico marasquin liquor
900 g Cream (35% fat), unsweetened
Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco sponge cake mix extra fine
900 g Whole egg
100 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel
Raspberry cream:
500 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
500 g Frucaps raspberry filling
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BAKING TEMP.
240°C

Instructions for sponge cake:
Mix all ingredients in a machine using the whisk at the
highest speed for 8 minutes until it is light and airy. Then
mix for 2 minutes at the 1st speed. Spread a thin layer onto
a baking tray and bake.
Instructions for the raspberry cream:
First add a small amount of the Frucaps raspberry filling
to the cream and mix, being careful to maintain the
structure of the cream. Once mixed, add the rest of the
filling, using a spatula.
Instructions for the filling:
Spread the raspberry cream 1 cm thick on a 1 cm thick
sponge cake and place another 1 cm sponge cake on top.
Place this in the freezer and cut into 3 x 3 cm cubes. Use
this as a filling.

Other:
Chocuise souplesse white
Oil

BAKING TIME
4-5 MIN

Instructions for the almond bavaroise:
Bring the cream (35% fat), milk, Damco almond
‘bitterkoek’ and Damco almond paste K+K superior to a
boil while stirring and allow to cool down to 37°C.
Dissolve the sugar in water and boil to 122°C. Beat the egg
whites, add the sugar syrup and mix until cold.
Take 500 g of the almond cream, add Arlico marasquin
liquor and stir in Damco mousse fond neutral.
Stir this into the remainder of the almond cream and fold
in the meringue. Finally, fold in the thick whipped cream.

32

pieces

Putting it all together:
Fill two-thirds of a flexipan mold with the almond
bavaroise and push the filling in. Smoothen and place in
the freezer for 24 hours. Remove pastries from the mold
and spray Chocuise souplesse white, heated to 40°C and
diluted with 20% vegetable oil, onto them. Finish to your
own preference.
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Limoncello
pistachio pastries
INGREDIENTS
Almond sponge:
1,400 g Damco sponge cake mix extra fine
1,200 g Whole egg
200 g Water
400 g Butter, melted
800 g Damco almond broyage
Pistachio butter cream:
2,000 g Butter
1,000 g Pomokrem
400 g Chocuise souplesse pistacchio
Limoncello butter cream:
2,000 g Butter
1,000 g Pomokrem
400 g Chocuise souplesse limoncello

BAKING TIME
5 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
220°C

96

pieces

Instructions for the almond sponge:
Mix Damco sponge cake mix extra fine with the egg and
water. Mix at the highest speed for 12 minutes. Carefully
fold in the melted butter and Damco almond broyage
Spread the batter onto baking paper and bake.
Instructions for the butter cream:
Beat the soft butter with a wire whisk in the machine until
it is light and airy. Finally, carefully stir in the Pomokrem
and melted Souplesse.
Putting it all together:
Divide the two creams and the almond biscuit into layers.
Finish off with light yellow-coloured marzipan. Cut the
pastry into 5 x 10 cm pieces.
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Fruit of the forest
flans
Instructions for the base:
Place ingredients into the mixer, mix in thoroughly until
a homogeneous mass. Once the dough has been formed,
stop the machine. Allow the dough to rest overnight
before processing.

INGREDIENTS
Cake base:
2,000 g Damco kano powder
750 g Butter
125 g Whole egg
25 g Water

Instructions for the pastry cream:
Mix Damco bakromix and water at the 2nd speed for 3
minutes.

Pastry cream:
800 g Damco bakromix
2,000 g Water

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP
APPROX. 15-20 MIN APPROX. 185°C
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40

Putting it all together:
Roll out the dough until it is 2.5 mm thick, cut out the
dough slices with a 6 cm Ø cookie cutter. Line the pie
dishes with the dough. Pipe the pastry cream in and bake.

pieces

After cooling the pastry, place fruit on top and dust with
Damcosnow or cover with Frucaps ready-to-use neutral
glaze.
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Profiteroles
Instructions for the butter dough:
Mix in Damco kano powder and butter thoroughly until
homogeneous. Then briefly mix in the egg and water.
Allow the dough to rest in the refrigerator. Roll out to a
thickness of 1.5 mm and cut out circles that just cover the
profiterole.

INGREDIENTS
Butter dough:
500 g Damco kano powder
185 g Butter
25 g Whole egg
25 g Water

Instructions for the profiterole batter:
Mix Damco choux mix with whole egg and water using
a paddle attachment in the mixer. Mix for approx. 5
minutes until smooth. Pipe the batter into neat buttons
on a lightly greased baking tray, dusted with flour. Place
the cut-out circles of butter dough on the profiteroles and
bake at 220°C (baking oven) or 200°C (rotary oven), open
the slide door after 10 minutes.

Profiterole batter:
1,000 g Damco choux mix
1,150 g Whole egg
1,000 g Water, approx. 30°C
Butter cream:
2,000 g Water
400 g Caster sugar
200 g Damco custard powder R
200 g Milk powder
120 g Egg yolk
3,000 g Butter
120 g Chocuise souplesse caramel

Instructions for the butter cream:
Stir Damco custard powder R with a small amount of
water, 200 g of the sugar, milk powder and the egg yolks.
Bring the water to a boil with the remaining 200 g of sugar
and then stir in the thoroughly stirred cream mass. Allow
the mass to cook thoroughly and then mix the cream in
the machine until cooled using the paddle attachment.
When the cream is cold enough, add the butter in small
cubes and mix until it is light and airy, finally add the
melted Chocuise souplesse caramel.

Other:
500 g Butterscotch crunch

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 25 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 200°C

75

pieces

Putting it all together:
Cut open the baked profiterole and pipe the butter cream
in using a fluted nozzle, then add a small amount of
Butterscotch crunch in the centre, then add some more
butter cream and place the top of the choux on top.
Decorate to your own preference.
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Nougatine
Instructions for the meringue:
Beat the egg whites with half the sugar until light and
airy. Fold the rest of the sugar and the Damco almond
broyage through the meringue and pipe smooth circles
of it onto baking paper, using 25 g of meringue. Bake/dry
thoroughly in the oven.

INGREDIENTS
Meringue:
500 g Egg white
1,000 g Caster sugar, extra fine
500 g Damco almond broyage
Butter cream:
1,000 g Butter
400 g Damco custard powder Top R
1,000 g Water
200 g Pomokrem
Other:
Decorella hazelnut

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 75 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
110°C

80

pieces

Instructions for the butter cream:
Mix the water and Damco custard powder Top R into a
smooth cream. Mix the butter until smooth and then add
the custard in 4 stages. Leave the machine to run using
the paddle at the 1st speed for 1 hour and then add the
Pomokrem.
Putting it all together:
Pipe a rosette of butter cream onto a meringue and press
another meringue onto it. Smooth the sides of the pastries
with butter cream and roll them through the Decorella
hazelnut. Finish to your own preference.
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Tarte au Citron
INGREDIENTS
Tartelettes:
1,100 g Damco croûte powder
480 g Butter
120 g Water
Filling:
500 g
1,250 g
580 g
2,000 g

Damco custard powder Top R
Water
Whipped cream, thickly beaten
Frucaps lemoncurd filling

Instructions for the filling:
Beat the water and Damco custard powder Top R to
a smooth custard with the whisk at the 3rd speed for 4
minutes. Add Frucaps lemoncurd filling and mix until
smooth. Finally, fold in the whipped cream in 2 parts.

Meringue:
500 g Sugar
100 g Water
200 g Egg white
300 g Fine granulated sugar

BAKING TIME BAKING TEMP.
25 MIN
180°C
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Instructions for the tartelettes:
Mix the butter and Damco croûte powder thoroughly and
then add the water. Once the dough is formed, stop the
machine and cool overnight.
Remix the dough and roll it out to 2.5 mm thickness.
Place in the tartelette moulds (lined with paper and filled
with baking beans) and bake for 20 minutes. Remove the
beans and the rings and bake/dry the tartelettes in the
oven for another 5 minutes.
When the tartelettes have cooled off, coat them with
Souplesse limoncello and pipe the filling into the
tartelettes.

60

pieces

Instructions for the meringue:
Boil the water and sugar to 121°C. Beat the egg whites
with the whisk at the highest speed at 110°C until light
and airy, add the fine granulated sugar in 3 parts to create
a firm meringue.
Add the cooked sugar syrup in a flowing stream in the
lowest gear and mix the meringue until it is cold.
Pipe the meringue into the tartelettes to your own
preference and gently scorch with a burner.
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Cream slice
INGREDIENTS
Cream slice:
1,000 g Water
400 g Damco custard powder Top R
1,400 g Whipped cream
Other:
4,000 g Puff pastry
1,000 g Fondant
500 g Frucaps apricot jam

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 20-25 MIN APPROX. 200°C
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Instructions:
Roll the puff pastry until it is 2 mm thick and prick
carefully. Allow to rest for at least 30 minutes and then
bake. Divide the crust into 2 or 3 layers. Cook Frucaps
apricot jam and spread onto the puff pastry.
Fill the bottom slice with custard, place a slice of puff pastry
on top and then fill with the same amount of whipped
cream. Place puff pastry on top and spread the fondant (at
37°C ) over it. Allow the fondant to dry for a while.
Cut the cream slice to the desired size.
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Frysian cake
Instructions for the oranjekoek dough:
Mix the butter with the caster sugar, then add the egg and
Candied diced orange peel. Sieve the Baking powder and
mix with the flour. Add this to the rest of the ingredients
and mix into a homogeneous dough. Cool the dough
thoroughly for 24 hours before processing.

INGREDIENTS
Oranjekoek dough:
2,500 g Butter
2,500 g White caster sugar
800 g Whole egg
800 g Candied diced orange peel
5,000 g Flour
50 g Baking powder

Construction of oranjekoek:
Roll out the dough for the bottom layer to a thickness of
approx. 4 mm and line a 60 x 80 cm baking tray with it.
Apply the softened almond paste in a thin layer (approx.
3.5 mm) and spread evenly over the bottom layer. Roll out
the top layer to approx. 3.5 mm, place it on the layer of
almond paste and bake.

Filling:
2,500 g Damco almond paste
250 g Water (paste must be easily
			 spreadable)

Lightly colour the fondant as desired with Arlico red
carmine and apply in a thin layer to the cooled cake. Cut
the cake into pieces of approx. 7 x 7 cm and finish with
whipped cream and fresh fruit.

Pink fondant:
1,000 g Fondant, softened
			 Arlico red carmine

BAKING TIME
20 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
180°C

75

pieces

Tip: For a longer shelf life, the cake can also be finished
with butter cream.
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Chocolate
profiteroles
Instructions for the profiterole batter:
Mix Damco choux mix with the egg and water in the mixer
using a paddle attachment. Mix for approx. 5 minutes
until a smooth mixture. Pipe the batter into neat buttons
on a lightly greased baking tray, dusted with flour. Bake
at 220°C (baking oven) or 200°C (rotary oven). Open the
slide door after 10 minutes.

INGREDIENTS
Profiterole batter:
1,000 g Damco choux mix
1,150 g Whole egg
1,000 g Water, approx. 30°C
Filling:
3,500 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
Ganache:
1,500 g
600 g
300 g
150 g

Chocuise souplesse dark
Cream (35% fat), unsweetened
Confectioners glucose syrup
Butter, soft

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 25 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 200°C

50

pieces

Instructions for the ganache:
Bring the cream (35% fat) and Confectioners glucose
syrup to the boil and mix it with the melted Chocuise
souplesse dark.
Then mix in the soft butter. Ensure the ganache is no
warmer than 37°C before processing.
Putting it all together:
Fill the profiteroles with thick whipped cream and then
dip them into the ganache.
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Chipolata flan

Almond paste mixed with custard:
500 g Damco almond paste K+K
350 g Water
150 g Damco custard powder Top R

Instructions for the short crust:
Mix all the ingredients thoroughly in the machine until
homogeneous. Once the dough has been formed, stop the
machine and allow the dough to rest in the refrigerator
for at least 12 hours.
Mix the water and Damco custard powder Top R together,
add the Damco almond paste K+K in 3 stages until a
smooth mass is created.
Re-knead the cake base dough and roll it out to a 5 mm
thickness. Cut out and place in a 20 cm Ø pie dish. Then
pipe the almond paste mixed with custard onto the base
with a piping bag. Bake at approx. 180°C for approx. 30-35
minutes and allow to cool.

Filling:
2,000 g Frucaps chipolata filling
2,000 g Cream (35% fat), unsweetened

Instructions for the filling:
Mix the whipped cream and the Frucaps chipolata filling
with a spatula.

Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco sponge cake mix extra fine
1,000 g Whole egg
50 g Lemon raspel

Instructions for the sponge cake:
Pour all the ingredients into a bowl and beat them on the
highest setting for about 10 minutes until light and airy.
Divide the batter between the 18 cm Ø baking tins and
bake at 190°C for 25 minutes.

INGREDIENTS
Short crust:
2,400 g Damco kano powder
950 g Butter
200 g Caster sugar
180 g Whole egg
50 g Lemon raspel

Other:
Arlico rhum liquor
Damco Almond marzipan 1:3 pink

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 20 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

75

pieces

Putting it all together:
Place a thin sheet of sponge cake of about 1.5 cm
thickness on the short crust and brush with Arlico rhum
liquor. Pipe the chipolata filling on top of this and smooth
it down. Roll Damco Almond marzipan 1:3 pink to a 1.2
mm thickness, cut out rings that are slightly smaller than
the base and place them on top of the filling. Finish the
flan to your own preference.
Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.
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Whipped cream
cake
Instructions for sponge cake:
Mix Damco moscovic, whole egg, water and Lemon raspel
at the highest speed for 10 minutes. Pour the batter onto
a baking tray lined with baking paper. Spread it out to
form a nice rectangle that is approx. 1-2 cm thick, or use a
baking tray.

INGREDIENTS
Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco moscovic
800 g Whole egg
50 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel
Crème Suisse:
200 g Damco custard powder Top R
500 g Water
700 g Cream (35% fat)
Other:
500 g Frucaps strawberry fruit filling
2,500 g Whipped cream

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 5-8 MIN APPROX. 220-240°C
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14

pieces

Instructions for the Crème Suisse:
Mix Damco custard powder Top R and water at the
highest speed for 3 minutes, then fold in the whipped
cream (make sure the whipped cream isn’t too stiff).
Putting it all together:
Place a thin sheet of sponge cake in a 60 x 40 cm frame
and place the Crème Suisse on top. Then add a sheet of
sponge cake to that and then Frucaps strawberry fruit
filling. Then apply 1,000 g thick whipped cream and
cover with the last sponge cake sheet. Finish with 500 g
of whipped cream and freeze for a minimum of 12 hours.
Then remove from the frame and cut into 19 x 8 cm slices.
Pipe the remaining whipped cream on top and decorate
to your own preference.
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Pineapple cake
Instructions for the cake base dough:
Mix butter, sugar, egg and water until there are no lumps
anymore and then add Damco kano powder. Once the
dough has been formed, stop the machine and allow
the dough to cool for 12 hours. Roll the dough to 8 mm
thickness and then cut out a piece using the cake ring.
Place the cake ring with dough on a tray covered with
silicone paper.

INGREDIENTS
Cake base dough:
2,400 g Damco kano powder
950 g Butter
250 g Caster sugar
60 g Whole egg
120 g Water
Almond paste mixed with custard:
290 g Damco almond paste K+K
180 g Damco custard powder Top R
400 g Water
Pineapple bavaroise:
1,800 g Frucaps pineapple fruit filling
1,800 g	Whipped cream, thickness of
yoghurt
300 g Water, lukewarm
135 g Damco mousse fond neutral

BAKING TIME BAKING TEMP.
15 MIN
APPROX. 210°C

20
pieces

Instructions for the almond paste mixed with custard:
Mix the water, Damco almond paste K+K and Damco
custard powder Top R until the mixture is smooth. Pipe
about 40 g of this mixture onto the cake base dough,
keeping the sides free. Bake the cake filled with almond
paste mixed with custard.
Instructions for the pineapple bavaroise:
Whisk Damco mousse fond neutral and lukewarm water
together. Then mix this with the Frucaps pineapple fruit
filling. Then mix in half the whipped cream using the
whisk and carefully fold in the rest.
Putting it all together:
Leave the ring on and fill the cake to the brim with the
bavaroise. Smooth it off. Only remove the ring after
freezing, and then finish the top with a thin layer of
Frucaps cold mirror glaze neutral, which has been lightly
coloured with Arlico lemon yellow. Pipe a neat row of
whipped cream buttons down the middle and finish with
fresh pineapple and chocolate decoration.
Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.
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Whipped cream
gateau
Instructions for the sponge cake:
Mix Damco moscovic, whole egg, water and Lemon raspel
at the highest speed for 10 minutes. Then fill the greased
cake tins or baking trays.

INGREDIENTS
Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco moscovic
800 g Whole egg
50 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel

Tip: For a more regular structure, mix the batter on the
lowest setting for 1-2 minutes after mixing.

Crème Suisse:
200 g Damco custard powder Top R
500 g Water
700 g Cream (35% fat)

Instructions for the crème Suisse:
Mix Damco custard powder Top R and water at the
highest speed for 3 minutes, then fold in the whipped
cream (make sure the whipped cream isn’t too stiff).

Other:
3,000 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
500 g Frucaps strawberry fruit filling

Putting it all together:
Cut the cooled sponge cakes into 3 equal pieces. Pipe
buttons of thick whipped cream at the edges, use the
Crème Suisse for the middle and cover with the 2nd
sponge cake. Pipe buttons of thick whipped cream at the
edges of the 2nd cake layer and use Frucaps strawberry
fruit filling for the middle. Finally, cover with the last
sponge cake layer. On the top sponge layer, pipe thick
whipped cream around the edge again and finish the
middle with fresh fruit.

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 20 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 180°C

4

pieces
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Auntie’s apple pie
Instructions for the base:
Pour all ingredients into the machine, mix ingredients
thoroughly until homogeneous. Once the dough has
been formed, stop the machine. Allow the dough to rest
overnight before processing.

INGREDIENTS
Cake base:
4,000 g Damco kano powder
1,500 g Butter
250 g Whole egg
50 g Water
50 g Lemon raspel

Making the patternless pie:
Roll out the dough until it is 3 mm thick, line 20 cm Ø
baking tins with the dough. Pour the prepared Damco
bakromix in the bottom. Cut the apples into 6 pieces
and carve the pieces lengthwise. Place the apples on the
filling and bake.

Filling:
800 g Damco bakromix
2,000 g Water
32 pc. Apples
Optional for variant with pattern:
1,000 g Damco almond paste K+K
700 g Water
300 g Damco custard powder Top R
Other:
Damcosnow
Frucaps ready-to-use apricot glaze

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 45-50 MIN APPROX. 180°C

8

pieces

Making the patterned pie:
Roll out the dough until it is 3 mm thick, line 20 cm Ø
baking tins with the dough.
Mix water and Damco custard powder Top R, add Damco
almond paste K+K in 3 stages until there are no lumps.
Pipe into the bottom of the tin.
Cut the apples into large pieces and cover them with
cinnamon and Damco bakromix, fill the tin completely.
Place strips of dough crosswise over the pie and press
everything together tightly. Brush with egg to give a nice
shine.
Final steps:
Allow the apple pies to cool in the baking tins and then
remove them. Finish with Damcosnow or Frucaps readyto-use apricot glaze.
Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.
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Hazelnut ice cream
gateau
INGREDIENTS
Hazelnut meringue slices:
900 g Egg white
1,200 g Caster sugar
700 g Damco progress powder
200 g	Hazelnut shavings, lightly roasted
Filling:
2,000 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
			 Chocuise souplesse light
			 Butterscotch crunch

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 60 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 120°C

10

pieces

Instructions for the hazelnut meringue:
Heat egg white and sugar to 45°C in a fat-free bowl. Beat
a firm meringue for 10-15 minutes. Fold Damco progress
powder and hazelnut shavings through it. Pipe the batter
in rings of 19 cm Ø onto trays lined with baking paper and
bake/dry the meringue. Allow the meringue to dry in a
drying cabinet if necessary.
Putting it all together:
Coat the meringue slices with Chocuise souplesse light
on both sides and allow to set. Place the bottom layer in
a ring and pipe a layer of whipped cream on top, then
sprinkle Butterscotch crunch over it. Pipe the edges of
the ring with whipped cream until full. Put the middle
slice in place and repeat the steps again. Now put the top
layer in place, smooth the sides, top with whipped cream
and place the gateaus in the freezer. Allow to freeze, and
then remove the rings using a burner. Cover the cake
completely with Butterscotch crunch and finish to your
own preference. Put the gateaus back in the freezer.
Tip: Sell the gateaus from the freezer in striking packaging.
Advise customers to remove the cake from the freezer 15
minutes before eating in order to cut easier.
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Charlotte
framboise
Instructions for sponge cake:
Mix Damco moscovic, whole egg, water and Lemon raspel
at the highest speed for 10 minutes. Pour the batter onto
a baking tray lined with baking paper. Spread it out to a
nice rectangle about 1-2 cm thick. Sprinkle finely chopped
pistachio nuts over 1 tray before baking.

INGREDIENTS
Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco moscovic
800 g Whole egg
50 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel
Bavaroise:
100 g Damco mousse fond neutral
150 g Water, 20-30°C
1,000 g Frucaps raspberry filling
1,000 g Whipped cream, sweetened (10%)
Italian meringue:
240 g Egg white
50 g Sugar
450 g Sugar
150 g Water

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 5-8 MIN APPROX. 220-240°C
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5
pieces

Instructions for the bavaroise:
Mix Damco mousse fond neutral and water, then add the
Frucaps raspberry filling and mix. Finally, fold in 2 parts
of the whipped cream (make sure the whipped cream
isn’t too stiff).
Instructions for the Italian meringue:
Beat the egg whites and then add 50 g sugar. Beat
together.
Boil 450 g sugar with 150 g water at 120°C. Add this
boiling sugar water to the whipped egg whites and allow
to cool while mixing. Put the meringue in a piping bag
with a St. Honoré nozzle.
Putting it all together:
Take 5 rings which are 16 cm Ø and 5 cm high. Cut strips 5
cm wide and line the length of the ring of the sponge cake
with pistachio nuts and place it upright against the side.
Cut out rings from the other sponge cake and place 1 at
the bottom of the ring, making sure it is properly sealed.
Pipe the raspberry bavaroise into the ring and cover with
another sheet of sponge cake and put the cakes in the
freezer to stiffen.
Pipe a nice border of meringue along the cakes and
scorch carefully. Fill the centre of the cakes neatly with
fresh raspberries.
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Mango cake
Mango bavaroise:
600 g Frucaps mango fruit filling
600 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
100 g Water, 40°C
45 g Damco mousse fond neutral

Instructions for the mango bavaroise:
Purée the Frucaps mango fruit filling with a hand blender
and make sure the filling is at room temperature.
Stir the water through the Damco mousse fond neutral.
Mix this mass with the mango purée, beat in half of the
whipped cream and then fold in the other half of the
whipped cream.

Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco sponge cake mix extra fine
900 g Whole egg
100 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel

Instructions for sponge cake:
Mix everything in a machine with the whisk at the highest
speed for 8 minutes until light and airy and then run at
the lowest speed for 2 minutes. Spread thin layers of
batter and bake.

Raspberry cream:
500 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
500 g Frucaps raspberry filling

Instructions for the raspberry cream:
First add a small amount of the Frucaps raspberry filling
into the cream and mix, being careful to maintain the
structure of the cream. Once mixed, add the rest of the
filling with a spatula.

INGREDIENTS

Other:
Chocuise souplesse pistacchio
Oil

BAKING TIME
4-5 MIN

BAKING TEMP.
240°C

2

pieces

Instructions for the filling:
Spread the raspberry cream 1 cm thick on a 1 cm thick
sponge cake and place another 1 cm sponge cake on top.
Place in the freezer and cut a 15 x 15 cm piece from it. Use
this as a filling.
Putting it all together:
Fill the form with the mango bavaroise and press the
filling into it. Smooth the shape off and place in the
freezer overnight.
Heat Chocuise souplesse pistacchio up to 40°C, stir in
10% vegetable oil. Remove the cake from the tin and
place it on a rack. Spray the cake with the liquid Chocuise
souplesse pistacchio. Finish to your own preference.
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Orange bavaroise
cake
INGREDIENTS
Croûte dough:
1,100 g Damco croûte powder
480 g Butter
120 g Water
Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco moscovic
800 g Whole egg
50 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel
Orange bavaroise:
3,750 g Whipped cream
3,750 g Frucaps orange fruit filling
600 g Water, approx. 30°C
270 g Damco mousse fond neutral
1,000 g	Whipped cream (make buttons by
piping and freezing)
Orange mirror glaze:
500 g Chocuise souplesse orange
500 g Cream (35% fat), unsweetened
15 g Soaked gelatin
500 g Frucaps cold mirror glaze neutral

20

pieces
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Instructions for the croûte dough:
Mix in Damco croûte powder and butter thoroughly, then
add the water until a homogeneous mass is formed. Once
the dough is mixed, stop the mixing and allow the dough
to cool for 24 hours. Knead the dough and roll it out until
it is 2 mm thick, cut out with a 16 cm Ø ring. Bake for 10
minutes at approx. 180-200°C.
Instructions for sponge cake:
Mix Damco moscovic, whole egg, water and Lemon raspel
at the highest speed for 10 minutes. Pour the batter onto
a baking tray lined with baking paper. Spread it out to
form a nice rectangle that is approx. 1-2 cm thick. Bake at
approx. 220-240°C for 5-8 minutes. After baking, cut out
16 cm Ø rings.
Instructions for the orange bavaroise:
Mix Damco mousse fond neutral and water, then mix
in the Frucaps orange fruit filling. Finally, fold in the
whipped cream (make sure the whipped cream isn’t too
stiff) in 2 parts.
Instructions for the orange mirror glaze:
Boil the cream (35% fat), add the melted Chocuise
souplesse orange and mix with a spatula until smooth.
Add the soaked gelatin. Once these are dissolved, add
the Frucaps cold mirror glaze neutral. The mirror glaze
is now ready for use.
Putting it all together:
Coat the croûte dough cake with Chocuise souplesse
orange and place in a stainless steel ring. Place a sheet of
sponge cake on the greased tray and pipe in the bavaroise
until almost full. Then place some frozen cream buttons
and smooth with a glazing knife. Place the cake in the
freezer for 24 hours. Remove the frozen cake from the
ring, cover it with the mirror glaze and decorate to your
own preference.
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Hazelnut cake
INGREDIENTS
Hazelnut bavaroise:
2,000 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
400 g Damco custard powder Top R
1,000 g Water
1,000 g Chocuise souplesse hazelnut
270 g Damco mousse fond neutral
300 g Water, 40°C
Sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco sponge cake mix extra fine		
900 g Whole egg
100 g Water
25 g Lemon raspel
Filling:
1,000 g Whipped cream, thickly beaten
1,000 g	Frucaps cinnamon-pear fruit
			 filling
Hazelnut mirror glaze:
500 g Chocuise souplesse hazelnut
500 g Cream (35% fat)
500 g Frucaps cold mirror glaze neutral
15 g Soaked gelatin
200 g Hazelnut pieces 2-4 mm

BAKING TIME BAKING TEMP.
4-5 MIN
240°C
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16

pieces

Instructions for the hazelnut bavaroise:
Beat Damco custard powder Top R with water to a smooth
custard with the whisk at the 3rd speed for 4 minutes. Mix
Damco mousse fond neutral with the water and stir it
into the custard. Melt the Chocuise souplesse hazelnut at
40°C and stir this into the custard mass as well. Finally,
fold in the whipped cream in 2 stages.
Instructions for sponge cake:
Mix everything in a machine with the whisk at the highest
speed for 8 minutes until light and airy and then run
until it is light and airy at the lowest speed for 2 minutes.
Spread thin slices of it and bake.
Instructions for the filling:
First add a small amount of the Frucaps cinnamonpear fruit filling to the cream and mix, being careful to
maintain the structure of the cream. Once mixed, mix in
the rest of the filling with a spatula.
Instructions for the hazelnut mirror glaze:
Soak the gelatin in plenty of water. Boil the cream
(35% fat), fold this into the melted Chocuise souplesse
hazelnut and stir with a spatula. Squeeze out the gelatin
and stir it into the mass. Then add Frucaps cold mirror
glaze neutral and, when the mirror glaze is smooth, stir
in the hazelnut pieces.
Putting it all together:
Place the sponge cake in the mold and pipe the hazelnut
bavaroise on top. Place another sheet of sponge cake and
pipe the filling onto it. Fill with the hazelnut bavaroise
and finish the cake with sponge cake. Freeze the cakes.
Cut the cakes to the desired size, top with the hazelnut
mirror glaze and finish to your own preference.
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White chocolate
meringue cake
INGREDIENTS
Hazelnut meringue:
900 g Egg white
1,200 g Caster sugar
700 g Damco progress powder
200 g Hazelnut shavings, lightly roasted
Filling:
2,000 g Butter
800 g Pomokrem
600 g Chocuise souplesse white

BAKING TIME
APPROX. 60 MIN
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BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 120°C

10

Instructions for the hazelnut meringue:
Heat egg white and sugar to 45°C in a fat-free bowl. Mix
for 10-15 minutes until you have a firm meringue. Fold
in Damco progress powder and lightly roasted hazelnut
shavings. Pipe this batter into 19 cm Ø rings on baking
trays covered with baking paper and bake/dry the
meringue in the oven. Allow the meringue to dry in a
drying cabinet if necessary.
Instructions for the filling:
Turn the butter creamy with the paddle, replace the
paddle with the whisk and mix the cream for 25 minutes
until light and airy. Finally add the melted (but not hot)
Chocuise souplesse white and the Pomokrem. As soon as
the mass is well mixed, stop the machine.

pieces

Putting it all together:
Coat the meringue with Souplesse neutral on both sides
and allow to set. Place the bottom layer in a ring and pipe
a layer of cream on top. Pipe cream onto the edges of the
ring until full. Put the middle slice in place and repeat the
steps again. Now put the top layer in place, smooth the
sides, top with cream and place the cakes in the freezer.
Allow to freeze and then remove the rings using a burner.
Fill the bottom edge of the cake with Choco wafer bites
for example and finish to your own preference.
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Sachertorte
INGREDIENTS
Chocolate sponge cake:
1,000 g Damco chocolate sponge cake mix
600 g Whole egg
200 g Water
Chocolate ganache:
1,000 g Chocuise souplesse dark
400 g Cream (35% fat), unsweetened
200 g Confectioners glucose syrup
200 g Butter
Filling:
1,000 g Frucaps apricot jam
			 Arlico rhum liquor

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 30-35 MIN APPROX. 180°C
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9

pieces

Instructions for the chocolate sponge cake:
Put egg, water and Damco chocolate sponge cake mix
in the mixer and beat lightly with the wire whisk at the
highest speed for 8-10 minutes until light and airy. Fill 18
cm Ø baking tins with 200 g of batter and bake.
Tip: For an even more regular structure, continue mixing
the batter on the lowest setting for 1-2 minutes after
mixing.
Instructions for the chocolate ganache:
Bring the cream (35% fat) and Confectioners glucose
syrup to a boil and mix it with the melted Chocuise
souplesse dark.
Finally, mix in the soft butter. Ensure the ganache is no
warmer than 37°C before use.
Putting it all together:
Cut the baked sponge cake bottom and richly brush the
bottom layer with Arlico rhum liquor. Then apply a layer
of Frucaps apricot jam and cover with the top layer. Then
pour a generous amount of chocolate ganache over the
top and finish the cake to your own preference.
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Mont Blanc pastry
with meringue
Instructions for the cake base:
Mix all the ingredients in the machine thoroughly until
a homogeneous mass is formed and continue until the
dough is set. Once the dough has been formed, stop the
machine and allow the dough to rest in the refrigerator
for at least 12 hours.

INGREDIENTS
Cake base:
2,400 g Damco kano powder
950 g Butter
200 g Castor sugar
180 g Whole egg
50 g Lemon raspel
Almond paste mixed with custard:
400 g Damco custard powder Top R
800 g Water, cold
600 g Damco almond paste K+K
Filling (of your choice):
Frucaps cherry fruit filling
Frucaps lemoncurd filling
Frucaps salted caramel filling
Whipped cream, thickly beaten
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Re-knead the cake base dough and roll it out to 5 mm
thick. Cut out and place in a 20 cm Ø pie dish. Then pipe
the almond paste mixed with custard onto the base with
a piping bag. Bake and allow to cool.
Putting it all together:
Using a piping bag, pipe a layer of filling (of your choice)
onto the cooled cake base. Pipe whipped cream on top
and finish with Meringue sticks. Decorate the cake to
your own preference.

Other:
Meringue sticks

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 30-35 MIN APPROX. 180°C

Instructions for the almond paste mixed with custard:
Mix water and Damco custard powder Top R, add Damco
almond paste K+K in 3 stages until a smooth mass is
achieved.

15

pieces

Note: The recommended almond paste used in this recipe
is ready to use (indicated with K+K). You can also use a
regular Damco almond paste, just add 5-7% whole egg.
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Amarena turban
Instructions:
Mix the butter until soft with the paddle attachment (do
not allow the mix to go airy). Mix Damco cold binding
agent with Damco rustic cakemix.
Add the rest of the ingredients (except the Amarena
cherries) and whisk it at the 2nd speed for 3 minutes.
Finally fold in half of the Amarena cherries.

INGREDIENTS
Cake:
1,000
550
500
20
25
400

g
g
g
g
g
g

Damco rustic cakemix
Water
Whole egg
Damco cold binding agent
Lemon raspel
Amarena cherries, halved

BAKING TIME BAKING TEMP.
45 MIN
220°C
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Finish the turbans with sugared Amarena cherries and
Frucaps salted caramel filling.

4

pieces
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Black Forest gateau
INGREDIENTS
Chocolate sponge cake:
2,000 g Damco chocolate sponge cake mix
1,200 g Whole egg
400 g Water
Chocolate ganache
1,000 g Chocuise souplesse dark
400 g Cream (35% fat), unsweetened
200 g Confectioners glucose syrup
200 g Butter
Filling:
1,000 g Frucaps cherry fruit filling
			 Amarena cherries, coarsely chopped
			 Arlico kirsch liquor
Other:
Amarena cherries
Damcosnow
Chocolate shavings

BAKING TIME
BAKING TEMP.
APPROX. 30-35 MIN APPROX. 180°C
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10

pieces

Instructions for the chocolate sponge cake:
Put egg, water and Damco chocolate sponge cake mix in
the machine and beat lightly with the wire whisk at the
highest speed for 8-10 minutes until it is light and airy.
Fill 20 cm Ø baking tins or rings with 350 g batter, and
then bake.
Tip: For an even more regular structure, continue mixing
the batter on the lowest setting for 1-2 minutes after
mixing.
Instructions for the chocolate ganache:
Bring the cream (35% fat) and Confectioners glucose
syrup to a boil and mix it with the melted Chocuise
souplesse dark.
Finally, mix in the soft butter. Ensure the ganache is no
warmer than 37°C before use.
Putting it all together:
Cut the baked chocolate sponge cake bottom twice and
brush the middle and top layers with plenty of Arlico
kirsch liquor. Then, using a piping bag, apply whipped
cream to the bottom layer and sprinkle with Amarena
cherries. Put the middle layer in place and pipe buttons
of Frucaps cherry fruit filling on top. Cover with the top
layer, pour a generous amount of chocolate ganache
over it, and allow it to set in the fridge. Finish the
cake with whipped cream buttons, each with a whole
Amarena cherry on top; place the chocolate shavings and
Damcosnow in the middle.
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